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Ten Periods of U.S. History
Christopher Columbus discovered North America.
European explorers and settlers came to the new
land for gold, adventure, and freedom. The colo
nists lived under British laws.

Americans in the thirteen colonies wanted to be
free of British rule. General George Washington
led the colonists in the Revolutionary War. Thomas
Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Independence,
and the colonies approved it.

The American colonists won the war, and the
colonies became the United States of America. The
Constitution became the highest law of the land,
and George Washington became the first Presi
dent.

Millions of Europeans came to America as workers
during the Industrial Revolution. The new nation
grew and added more states. It expanded to the
Pacific Ocean.

Americans fought against one another in the Civil
War between the North and the South. President
Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves in the Emanci
pation Proclamation. The northern states won the
war, and the period of Reconstruction (rebuilding)
began.
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7.

8.

9.

10.

The United States grew to be one of the great
powers in the world. The nation fought in the First
World War. After the war women got the right to
vote for the first time.

The Great Depression began with the stock mar
ket crash. Banks, factories, and farms shut down,
and many Americans were unemployed. President
Franklin Roosevelt helped end the Depression
with the New Deal government.

The United States entered the Second World War
when Japan attacked the Hawaiian Islands. The
war ended when the United States dropped the
first atomic bombs, and the world entered the
Nuclear Age.

Because of its distrust of and competition with the
Soviet Union and other Communist nations, the
United States entered a time of Cold War. Ameri
cans fought in the Korean War. The Civil Rights
Movement began, and black and white Americans
fought against segregation (separation of the
races).

The Space Age began. Americans fought in the
Vietnam War. The United States put the first men
on the moon in the Apollo Program. The Women’s
Liberation Movement became strong. Computers
began to change the nation faster than ever before.
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1917
1920

1929
1933
1941
1945

1950’s
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B

Write the dates from the box.
1853

1776

1955

1863

1919

5. President Lincoln freed the slaves in
6. The First World War ended in
7. The Great Depression began in

1929

1492

1941

.
.

9. The Civil Rights Movement began in

		

.

Number the events in each group in time order 1-3.

2
		 3
1
2.

.

.

10. The United States put the first men on the moon in

1.

The time of Reconstruction began.
Banks shut down, and many Americans were unemployed.
The colonies wanted to be free of British rule.
General Washington led the colonists in the Revolutionary War.
European workers came to America during the Industrial Revolution.
George Washington became the first President of the United States.

3.

The northern states won the Civil War.
Americans fought in the Vietnam War.
Americans fought in the Korean War.

4.

1969

.

8. The United States entered the Second World War in

C

1787

Americans began to fight against segregation.
President Roosevelt established the New Deal government.
The United States entered the First World War.
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Write T for true and F for false. Correct the false sentences.

1.

After Columbus discovered North America, European settlers lived in the colonies
under British rule.

2.

England won the Revolutionary War against the American colonies.

3.

The Declaration of Independence became the highest law of the land.

4.

George Washington was the first President of the United States.

5.

Millions of native American Indians came to the United States as workers during the
Industrial Revolution.

6.

Americans from the northern and southern states fought against one another during
the First World War.

7.

President Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves with the Mayflower Compact.

8.

Women didn’t have the right to vote in the United States until after the First World
War.

9.

The Great Depression began with the Second World War.

10.

The Depression ended after Franklin Roosevelt became President and established the
New Deal government.

11.

The United States fought against Japan in the Second World War and dropped the first
atomic bombs.

12.

During the time of the “Cold War,” the United States and the Communist Soviet Union
were good friends.

13.

In the Civil Rights Movement Americans fought against segregation of black and white
people.

14.

America stayed out of the Korean and the Vietnam Wars.

15.

In the Space Age the Women’s Liberation Movement became strong.

E

Work in groups of five or more. One student makes a sentence (tells a fact) about the Exploration and Colonization
period of American history. The second student repeats the
first student’s sentence or corrects it if necessary. He or
she tells a fact about the American Revolution. The third
student repeats or corrects the second student’s sentence
and makes a new sentence about the New Nation, and so
on for all ten periods of American history.
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Module 4B: Exploration and Colonization

A

Exploration

1.

In 1492 Christopher Columbus was trying to find a way from
Europe to the Far East. But he didn’t get to China. Instead, he
found some islands in the Atlantic Ocean near North America.
He thought he was near the Indies, so he called the people
Indians. The Indians were native Americans. By accident, this
sailor from Spain discovered a new world.

2.

Soon other European explorers sailed across the Atlantic to
learn about this exciting discovery. The Spanish explored
South America in search of adventure and gold. Priests came
to teach the native people.

3.

The British and the French explored North America. Explorers
traveled into the interior and discovered many beautiful forests,
valleys and rivers.

B

Match the sentence parts. Write the letters on the lines.

1.

Christopher Columbus

a. were native Americans.

2.

The Indians

3.

European explorers

b. explored South America to find adventure
and gold.

4.

The Spanish

5.

Priests

6.

The British and the French

c. wanted to sail to China but discovered
North America.
d. came to teach the Indians.
e. crossed the Atlantic to learn about the
New World.
f.

explored North America.
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Colonization
The Spanish established the first permanent settlement in
North America. It was St. Augustine, now in the state of
Florida. The British established their first permanent settle
ment at Jamestown, Virginia, in 1607.

People from Spain, France, Holland, England, and other
countries started other villages on the east coast of North
America. Thirteen settlements became colonies of England.
They were Virginia, Massachusetts, Maryland, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New Hampshire, North and South Carolina, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Georgia.

Some of the native people were friendly to the colonists and
taught them about the land. But other Indians attacked them.
The settlers killed many Indians and took their land. They
pushed the Indians to the west.

Write T for true and F for false. Correct the false sentences.

1.

The British established the first permanent settlement in North America at St.
Augustine, Florida.

2.

The first Spanish settlement was at Jamestown, Virginia, in 1607.

3.

Thirteen European settlements on the east coast became colonies of Spain and France.

4.

Some of the settlers were friendly to the native Americans and taught them about the
land.

5.

The colonists killed many Indians and pushed them to the west.
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E

The Thirteen Original Colonies

Colony

Reasons for
Establishment

Some Facts

1. Virginia

to find gold and to
trade with Europe

The colonists wanted to be rich. They didn’t
want to do the difficult work to live, and many
people died. Then the settlers discovered tobacco
and used it for trade.

2. Massachusetts

for religious
freedom

The Pilgrims came to Plymouth in 1620. The
Puritans established the Massachusetts Bay
Colony. They came for religious freedom, but
they didn’t give the same freedom to other
churches.

3. Maryland

to make money
from land sales

The King of England gave the land to Lord
Baltimore. Lord Baltimore sold the land to
settlers. He also gave religious freedom to
Catholics.

4. Rhode Island

for religious
freedom

Some Puritans left Massachusetts to start a new
colony with religious freedom for everyone. They
established the principle of separation of church
and state (religion and government).

5. Connecticut

for religious
freedom and
economic reasons

Thomas Hooker and people from his church left
Massachusetts for this new colony because the
farmland was better.

6. New Hampshire

for religious,
political, and
economic reasons

Settlers came here from Massachusetts. They
lived by fishing and trading.

7. North and South
Carolina

for economic reasons

The King of England gave away
the land, and the landowners rented it to settlers
from Virginia and Europe.

8. New York

for political reasons

Dutch settlers were living in New Netherlands,
but the British took the land from them and
named it New York.
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Reasons for
Establishment

Some Facts

9. New Jersey

to make money
from rent

Landowners rented the land to settlers.

10. Pennsylvania

for religious
freedom

William Penn established this colony. The Quak
ers settled here and gave religious freedom to
everyone.

11. Delaware

for political reasons

William Penn gave settlers from Pennsylvania
this land because they wanted a separate government.

12. Georgia

for political and
economic reasons

People came here from England because they
were in debt (owed money). The government
gave them land to farm.

F

Make sentences about the information in E. You can use
these sentence patterns.
EXAMPLE:

Settlers established the colony of Virginia to find gold and to trade
with Europe. Many settlers died because they didn’t work enough.

		

G

for
to
because

.
.
.

Write the letters from the map on the lines. Then tell one
fact about each colony.

1.

Virginia

7.

North and South Carolina

2.

Massachusetts

8.

New York

3.

Maryland

9.

New Jersey

4.

Rhode Island

10.

Pennsylvania

5.

Connecticut

11.

Delaware

6.

New Hampshire

12.

Georgia
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Module 4C: Revolution

A

The Causes of the American Revolution

1.

The King of England allowed the thirteen American colonies a
large amount of self-government. One of the reasons for this
freedom was that between 1689 and 1763 England was busy
with wars against France. The colonists helped the Mother
Country (England) against the French in the French and
Indian War.

2.

In 1763 the war ended, and England won control over most of
the colonies of North America. But by this time the colonists
felt they were “Americans.” They often traded with other
countries. They felt strong, and they did not need the Mother
Country for protection in wars anymore. They were used to
freedom and self-government.

3.

4.

But the English needed the colonies for economic reasons.
They were buying goods from the colonies at low prices and
selling back manufactured products at high prices. They were
also charging high taxes on American trade with other coun
tries. Then England put new taxes on the colonists, such as the
Stamp Act (taxes on printed materials).

Other strict laws made life difficult for the colonists. For
example, they could send their products only on British ships,
and they had to sell some goods only to England at very low
prices. British officials could enter homes to search for illegal
goods. The colonists were not free to settle west of the Appala
chian Mountains, and they had to allow British soldiers to live
in their homes.
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5.

The colonists were especially angry about the “taxation with
out representation.” They had to pay high taxes but could not
send delegates to England to vote on them. In 1773 England
passed the Tea Act (taxes on imported tea), so some colonists
dressed up like Indians and dumped all the tea from a British
ship into Boston harbor. This act was called the Boston Tea
Party.

6.

To punish the colonies and control them more closely, England
passed even stricter laws. To show their unity against Eng
land, the colonies sent representatives to the First Continental
Congress in Philadelphia. The Congress decided to stop buying
British goods and demanded rights for the colonists in a decla
ration. Americans prepared for war.

B

Here are some causes of the American Revolution. Write B
on the lines before the sentences about the British. Write C
before the sentences about the colonists.
They were used to freedom and selfgovernment and didn’t need the Mother Country
for protection anymore.

2.

They were buying goods at low prices and selling back manufactured products at high
prices.

3.

Their lives were difficult because of strict laws about trade, settlement, and soldiers.

4.

They were angry about “taxation without representation,” so they dumped tea from a
ship into Boston harbor.

5.

To punish and have more control, they passed even stricter laws.

6.

To show unity, they met at the First Continental Congress and demanded their
rights.
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C
1.

Match the sentence parts. Write the letters on the lines.
The American colonies had a large
amount of self-government be
cause

a. they couldn’t get rights from the British.

2.

England got control over North
America because

c. the colonists couldn’t send representatives
to England to vote on taxes.

3.

The “Boston Tea Party” occurred
because

d. the Mother Country was busy with wars at
that time.

4.

The English passed even stricter
laws because

e. the English won the French and Indian War.

5.

The colonies stopped buying
British goods and prepared for war
because

D

b. they wanted to punish the colonies for the
Boston Tea Party.

Events of the Revolutionary War
Date

Places

Some Facts

April 19, 1775

Lexington and Concord,
Massachusetts

British soldiers shot at some Minute
Men (colonists ready to fight) at Lexington. The colonists fired shots at
British soldiers at Concord and began
the Revolutionary War.

June 1775

Boston, Massachusetts
(Bunker Hill)

General George Washington led the
colonists, but the colonial army did not
have enough soldiers, training, or supplies. The British won many battles.

other colonies
July 4, 1776

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Representatives of the Second Conti
nental Congress declared the independ
ence of the colonies from British rule.
The Congress adopted the Declaration
of Independence.

1778, 1779, 1780

the middle and southern
colonies

The colonial army could shoot well, and
George Washington gave the soldiers
courage. France entered the war on the
side of the colonists.

October 19, 1781

Yorktown, Virginia

The colonial army won some important
battles and took control.

1783

Paris, France

The war ended. American delegates
signed a peace treaty with England.
America won land and independence.
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Make sentences about the information in D. You can use
these sentence patterns.

EXAMPLES:

1. The Revolutionary War began because the British refused to give the American
colonists their rights.
2. On April 19,1775, the British shot at some Minute Men at Lexington,
Massachusetts.

1.

because

2.

On
In

F

,

.
.

on

(date)

in

(place)

Study the map and write words from it on the lines.
The United States after the Treaty of Paris (1783)

After 1783 the eastern border of the United States was (1)
the western border was (2)
(4)
the land north of (6)

the Atlantic Ocean

. The (3)

and the land west of the Mississippi River. The (5)
.

, and

controlled
controlled
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Module 4D: Growth and Westward Movement

A

From the Atlantic to the Pacific in Fifty Years

B

Finish these sentences with information from the map in A.

After the American Revolution in 1783, the territory of the United States stretched from
(1)

the Atlantic Ocean

in the East to (2)

in the West. In 1803 President

Jefferson bought the territory west of the Mississippi River from France in (3)
In the year (4)

the U.S. obtained the land of the state of (5)

The U.S. annexed (added) the territory of (6)
large (7)

.
from Spain.

in 1845. President Polk divided the

with Great Britain in 1846, and England received the northern half in

Canada. After a war in 1848, (8)

ceded (had to give up) the territory from the Louisiana

Purchase to the Pacific Ocean. The U.S. paid $10 million in the year (9)
land in the Southwest, called (10)

.

for some Mexican
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D

Moving West in Wagon Trains

Circle the correct word or words in each choice. The pictures in C suggest the answers.

Thousands of Americans moved to [1. eastern / western ] territories to start new lives.
Groups of over sixty people traveled in [2. cars / covered wagons ]. Six [3. horses / oxen ] pulled
each wagon across the land and rivers and over hills at about [4. two / sixty ] miles per hour, so a
2000-mile trip from Missouri to California took about five [5. hours / months ]. No wagon traveled
[6. alone / with others ]. Wagon trains were important for protection against the [7. British /
Indians ].
At night, the wagons formed a [8. circle / long line ], like a wall around a small town. The
men protected the train with [9. guns / bombs ]. The travelers had [10. meetings / slaves ] and
made rules for themselves. Everyone worked together, especially in times of danger.
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E

Difficult Years in Texas

Before 1836 the Texas area belonged to Spain and then to Mexico. Under the leadership of
Stephen Austin, American settlers moved to Texas. The Mexican government wanted these set
tlers to become Mexican citizens and Roman Catholics and to free their slaves, but the settlers had
other ideas. They demanded local self-government and the same rights as Americans in the United
States, such as trial by jury.
The settlers declared their independence from Mexico and formed the Republic of Texas. The
Mexican army of General Santa Anna defeated the rebels at the Alamo on March 6,1836. But
with the spirit of the battle cry “Remember the Alamo,” Sam Houston and the Texans won a
battle at San Jacinto on April 21. They signed a peace treaty with Mexican leaders and elected
Houston President of the “Lone Star Republic.”
The Republic of Texas did not become part of the United States for nine years because most
northerners opposed the annexation of another slave state.

F

Write T for true and F for false. Correct the false sentences.

1.

Before 1836 the area of Texas belonged to England.

2.

Stephen Austin was the leader of the Mexican Roman Catholics.

3.

The settlers in Texas believed in slavery, demanded local self-government, and
wanted the rights of Americans.

4.

They wanted to separate from Mexico and form their own republic.

5.

Santa Anna was the American military leader, and Sam Houston was a Mexican
general.

6.

The Texans had the spirit to defeat the Mexican army because they remembered the
battle at the Alamo.

7.

The “Lone Star Republic” was the Republic of Texas.

8.

Jefferson Davis became the President of Texas.

9.

Texas became part of the U.S. right away because it was a free state.
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Some Principles of the Times

In 1823 President Monroe warned European nations not to interfere with the politics of the
Western Hemisphere (North and South America). The Monroe Doctrine was an example of the
principle of nationalism. By the 1840’s most Americans believed that the United States should
expand to the Pacific Ocean because it was their “manifest destiny” (fate). The settlers organized
some of the land into “territories,” and these later became states. The following states were admit
ted officially into the Union before the time of the Civil War.
Became a
Territory
Vermont
Kentucky
Tennessee
Ohio
Louisiana
Indiana
Mississippi
Illinois
Alabama
Maine
Missouri

H

Became a
State
1791
1792
1796
1803
1812
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821

1804
1800
1798
1809
1817
1812

Arkansas
Michigan
Florida
Texas
Iowa
Wisconsin
California
Minnesota
Oregon
Kansas

Correct these false sentences.

1. In the Monroe Doctrine, President Madison warned

Became a
Territory

Became a
State

1819
1805
1822

1836
1837
1845
1845
1846
1848
1850
1858
1859
1861

1838
1836
1849
1848
1854

European

nations not to interfere

with the politics of Europe.
2. The doctrine was an example of the principle of separatism.
3. Because of the principle of “taxation without representation,” many Americans thought that
the U.S. should expand to the Mississippi River.
4. Some of the land became “countries,” and these were later admitted into the House of
Representatives as states.

I
1.

2.

Make sentences about the information in G. You can use
these sentence patterns.
(state)

(state)

was organized as a territory
was admitted as a state
became a

in

.

(year)

territory

before

state

in the same year as

(state)

.
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Module 4E: The Time of the Civil War

A

The Causes of the Civil War

In the 1800s the northern and the southern states disagreed on basic issues. Their differences
led to the Civil War.
The North...

The South...

...lived from industry and the manufacture
of goods such as clothing and furniture. North
ern factories did not use slaves. The abolition
ists (opponents of slavery) worked to free the
slaves.

...depended on agriculture for its economy.
The main crop was cotton, and southern plant
ers felt they needed slave workers to make
money. They opposed the abolition of slavery.

...produced expensive products and got the
U.S. government to put a protectionist tax on
products from other countries.

...preferred cheap European goods to the
expensive products of northern factories and
opposed the protective tax on them.

...was adding free states to the Union and
had a larger population than the South. The
northern states had more representatives in
Congress than the southern ones.

...was adding slave states to the Union but
had a smaller population than the North. The
southern states were losing power in the House
of Representatives.

...believed in the unity of the United States
and opposed the separation of the southern
states from the Union.

...opposed federal laws and seceded (sepa
rated) from the Union by creating the Confed
erate States of America.

...supported the election of Abraham Lin
coln as President of the United States.

...opposed the election of Lincoln and chose
Jefferson Davis President of the Confederacy.

B

Make sentences about the information in A. You can use
these sentence patterns and the pictures on the next page
for ideas.

1. The northern states

, but the southern states

.

2. Although the North
3. The states of the North
states of the South

, the South
.

.
. On the other hand, the
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2.

3.

4.

C
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Finish each sentence about the map on the next page with
the names of different states.

EXAMPLE: During the time of the Civil War, the state of Illinois was free, but Tennessee was a
slave state.
1. During the time of the Civil War, the state of
slave state.

was free, but

was a

2. The state of
seceded from the Union to become part of the Confederacy (the
Confederate States of America).
3. Although

was a slave state, it did not secede.
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Free States
These slave states seceded
These slave states did not secede
The western section of Virginia refused to secede
and became a separate state in 1863

D

The Strengths of Both Sides in the Civil War

The War Between the States divided not only the country but also families. It was long and
difficult because each side had advantages, so the North and the South were about equal in
strength.
Both sides had excellent generals: Ulysses S. Grant for the Union and Robert E. Lee for the
Confederacy. The North was richer, and its factories supplied its army with weapons. Most of the
railroads were in the North, and the Union controlled the U.S. Navy. Supplies for the Confederate
army, on the other hand, had to travel only short distances. Its soldiers had more spirit because
they were fighting for their own land.

E
1.

Write N on the line before each sentence about the North.
Write S before each sentence about the South.

N

General Ulysses S. Grant was the military leader.

2.

General Robert E. Lee led the army.

3.

It got weapons for its army from its own factories.

4.

It controlled most of the railroads and the U.S. Navy.

5.

Its army got supplies more quickly because they didn’t have to travel long distances.

6.

Its army was defending its own land, so the soldiers had more spirit.
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Events of the Civil War
Date

Place

Some Facts

July 1861

Bull Run (near Washington D.C.)

Spectators from Washington came to
watch the battle as entertainment. To
their surprise, the Confederate army
defeated Union forces.

1861
1862

The East
The West

Neither side was winning. Then
General Grant won many battles and
demanded the surrender of the Con
federates.

January 1,
1863

Washington, D.C.

In the Emancipation Proclamation,
President Abraham Lincoln an
nounced that the slaves in all states
under Confederate control were free.
The proclamation weakened the spirit
of the South.

July 1863

Gettysburg, Pennsylvania

The North won an important battle.
Lincoln made a famous speech, the
Gettysburg Address, at the battlefield.

1863
1864

Georgia and the Carolinas

The army of General William
Sherman marched through the South
and destroyed homes, plantations, and
railroads. The cruelty of the soldiers
destroyed the spirit of the South.

April 3,1865

Richmond, Virginia

The North captured the Confederate
capital. General Lee surrendered at
Appomattox Court House. The war
was over.

G

Work in pairs or groups. Make sentences about the information in F. You can use this sentence pattern. Your classmates will answer “true” or “false.”

EXAMPLES:

On
In

(date)

Student 1: In July 1861, spectators from Washington, D.C. came to watch a
battle at Bull Run.
Student 2: True. On this day the Union forces defeated the Confederate army as
expected.
Student 1: False. The Confederate forces defeated the Union army, and everyone
was surprised.
,

in
at

(place)

.
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Module 4F: Industrialization

A

Work in pairs. Look only at this page and ask your partner
these questions about the time of Reconstruction. Your
partner will tell you the answers from the information on
the next page. Write them on the lines.

1. When was the period of Reconstruction?

from 1865 to 1877

2. How did Republicans of the North help ex-slaves during this time?

3. What did the 13th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution do?

4. What were the 14th and 15th Amendments?
5. How did the North punish the South?
6. What couldn’t former southern leaders do?
7. Why didn’t white southerners accept the new laws?

8. What happened to the U.S. during the time of Reconstruction?

B

To answer your partner’s questions, find the information
and tell it to your partner. He or she will write the answers.
The Industrial Revolution

Before the nineteenth century, people produced most goods by hand. But during the Industrial
Revolution, machines changed the methods of production, and America grew to be an industrial
power. Mass production made manufacturing quick and cheap.
Many important inventions of the Industrial Revolution were the work of Americans. Some
examples are Eli Whitney’s cotton gin and Elias Howe’s sewing machine. Alexander Graham Bell
invented the telephone, and Thomas A. Edison invented the phonograph and the electric light
bulb. Farmers produced more food with machines. Many people left the farms to work in factories
in big cities, and these cities became large markets for factory-made products. The federal govern
ment helped industry. It passed high tariffs (taxes) to keep out foreign products and supported the
free exchange of goods among the states.
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Work in pairs. Look only at this page. To answer your
partner’s questions, find the information and tell it to your
partner. He or she will write the answers.
The Time of Reconstruction

The period of Reconstruction was from 1865 to 1877. During this time, Republicans of the
North helped ex-slaves with housing, education, and food. Congress passed three Amendments to
the U.S. Constitution:
• Amendment 13 put an end to slavery.
• Amendment 14 made all blacks citizens.
• Amendment 15 gave blacks the right to vote.
The North also wanted to punish the South, so Congress established military government in
the southern states. Former southern leaders could not hold political office. Few white southern
ers believed that blacks were equal to whites, so they opposed the new laws. But black people had
some political power in the South.
Although the differences between the North and the South were great, the United States
became one nation again.

D

Now ask your partner these questions about the Industrial
Revolution. Your partner will tell you the answers from the
information on the previous page. Write them on the lines.

1. What happened during the Industrial Revolution?
		
2. What did Eli Whitney invent?
3. What was Elias Howe’s invention?
4. Who invented the telephone?
5. Who invented the phonograph and the light bulb?
6. Why did many people leave the farms?
7. What were the markets for factory-made products?
8. How did the federal government help industry?
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E

The Labor Movement

Since the Industrial Revolution, labor unions have fought for safe and healthy working condi
tions, fair wages, an eight-hour workday, job security, health benefits, pension plans, workers’
rights, and civil rights.
Beginning
Date

Union

Founder

Activities

1869

the Knights
of Labor

Uriah S. Stephens

This union represented all workers,
but it wasn’t very successful.

1881

the American
Federation of
Labor (AFL)

Samuel Gompers

This union represented only skilled
workers. It got them higher wages,
shorter hours, and better working
conditions.

1938

the Congress of
Industrial
Organizations
(CIO)

John L. Lewis

This union represented semi-skilled
and skilled workers. Its strikes shut
down whole industries, not just indi
vidual factories.

1955

AFL-CIO

(merger)

The AFL joined the CIO and was
powerful until President Reagan’s
government weakened the unions.

F
1.

Write the name of the union before each sentence: the
Knights of Labor, the AFL, the CIO, or the AFL-CIO.

CIO

This union began with John L. Lewis.

2.

Uriah S. Stephens founded (established) this union.

3.

Samuel Gompers was the founder.

4.

This early union wasn’t very successful.

5.

This union represented semi-skilled workers, and its strikes shut down whole
industries.

6.

This union got higher wages, shorter hours, and better working conditions for
skilled workers.

7.

This union was a merger of two big unions.

8.

President Reagan’s government reduced the power of this union.
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A Political Party and a Movement

Farmers formed the Populist Party in 1892. They felt that big business had too much power
and that the system was unfair to farmers and industrial workers. They also believed in govern
ment control of the railroads and the telephone system. They wanted a graduated income tax (a
higher percentage of tax on higher incomes), secret ballots (voting), and direct election of U.S.
Senators by the people, not by state legislatures. Populists became mayors of towns, state
representatives, and even Senators. They lost power after the election of 1896, but their ideas
influenced the major political parties.
In the first part of the twentieth century, progressive thinkers formed a movement for social
reform. Progressives believed in a “square deal” for ordinary Americans, so they tried to help
workers, small businesses, and farmers. They wanted the federal government to control big busi
ness, take responsibility for the quality of food and drugs, and protect the environment. Some
leaders of the Progressive Movement held political office and made reforms. Their ideas also led to
several amendments to the Constitution: the Sixteenth Amendment established the federal income
tax, and the Seventeenth Amendment allowed voters to elect U.S. Senators directly.

H

Answer these questions about the political party and the
movement.
The Populist Party

1. Who formed it?
2. When?
3. What did the
members believe?

4. What did they
want?

5. What did they
do?

The Progressive Movement
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Module 4G: The U.S. Becomes a World Power

A

Work in pairs. Look only at this page and ask your partner
these questions about World War I. Your partner will tell
you the answers from the next page. Take notes on the
information.
Heir to the throne of Austria-Hungary
was shot. Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia.

1. What happened to begin World War I?

2. What were the two sides in the war, and what European countries joined them?
3. Why did the United States enter the war in 1917?
4. Why was World War I called “the Great War”?
5. How and when did the war end?
6. What was the basis of the peace treaty to end the war?
7. What was the League of Nations, and why did it fail?

B

The Great Depression

Because American goods were too expensive for other countries to buy and American
wages were low, many investors lost confidence in the stock market and sold their stocks
(shares, or part ownership, of companies). The Great Depression began with the stock
market crash on Black Tuesday, October 29,1929. Thousands of businesses, factories, and
banks closed down, and millions of workers lost their jobs. This time of economic depression
lasted for ten years.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt helped end the Great Depression with his “New Deal”
of relief, recovery, and reform (“the Three R’s”). His government relieved suffering with
payments to unemployed people and loans to farmers and homeowners. It created govern
ment jobs to help the economy recover. Roosevelt also worked on economic reform to pre
vent future depressions.
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Work in pairs. Look only at this page. To answer your
partner’s questions about World War I, find the information
and tell it to your partner. He or she will take notes.

• It was Woodrow Wilson’s plan for a world organization to prevent future wars. To avoid in
volvement in world affairs, the U.S. Senate rejected the Treaty of Versailles and the plan
for the League of Nations.

• It was a “total war” because it involved the economies and the people of many countries.
The U.S. Congress passed the Selective Service Acts to draft young men into the armed
forces.

• The basis of the Treaty of Versailles was President Wilson’s plan for peace, his Fourteen

Points. Among other things, Wilson wanted freedom of the seas and trade and self-determi
nation (the right of people to decide on their own form of government).

• Austria-Hungary declared war on the small country of Serbia because an assassin shot the
heir to their throne.

• Americans were angry because Germany was using submarines to attack both warships
and trade ships. They wanted to fight this “war to end all wars.”

• The Central Powers were Austria-Hungary and Germany, and the Allied Powers were
Russia, France, England, and Italy.

• Germany signed an armistice on November 11, 1918.

D
1.

Match the sentence parts. Write the letters on the lines.

d

Many people lost confidence in the
U.S. economy because...

2.

The Great Depression began be
cause...

3.

Millions of workers lost their jobs
because...

4.

The Depression ended ten years
later because...

5.

The government made payments to
the unemployed, farmers, and homeowners because...

6.

The New Deal government created
jobs because...

a. businesses, factories, and banks closed.
b. Roosevelt wanted to relieve economic
suffering.
c. investors sold their stocks, and the stock
market crashed.
d. American goods were expensive, but wages
were low.
e. President Roosevelt started the New Deal of
relief, recovery, and reform.
f.

it wanted the U.S. to recover from the
Depression and prevent future ones.
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Work in pairs. Look only at this page and ask your partner
these questions about World War II. Your partner will tell you
the answers from the next page. Take notes on the
information.
Germany invaded Poland.
Germany, Italy, Japan – the Axis. France, England, the Soviet Union –
the Allies.

1. What happened to begin World War II?

2. Why did the United States stay out of the war at first?

3. Why did the U.S. finally enter the war?

4. What happened during the war in Europe?

5. How and when did World War II end?

6. What were the effects of the war?

F

Organizations and Plans

After World War II, the Allied countries organized the United Nations (the U.N.) to
solve problems among nations and keep the peace. Although this world organization had
many of the same principles as the League of Nations, this time the United States was one
of its original members. But at the same time the U.S. and the Soviet Union (the U.S.S.R.)
were beginning to compete for power.
In 1947 under the Truman Doctrine, the U.S. government gave $400 million in economic and military aid to keep Greece and Turkey free of Soviet control. Then the U.S.
established the Marshall Plan to rebuild the countries of Western Europe, including its
former enemies.
The period of history after World War II is known as the Cold War because the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R., with their opposing economic and political systems, were trying to
win influence and control over other countries through economic aid rather than weapons.
In 1949 the U.S. and the nations of Western Europe formally allied in the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) to defend one another against attack. The U.S.S.R. began the
Warsaw Pact with Eastern Europe in 1955.
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Work in pairs. Look only at this page. To answer your
partner’s questions about World War II, find the information
and tell it to your partner. He or she will take notes.

• President Truman made the decision to drop the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Japan surrendered on August 10, 1945.

• Germany invaded countries and enslaved, tortured, and killed many groups of people. The

Soviet Union pushed back the attack of the German army. Italy surrendered in 1943. On
“D-Day” in 1944, the U.S. General Dwight D. Eisenhower led the Allied armies to victory in
Europe. In May 1945, Germany surrendered unconditionally.

• Congress wanted to avoid involvement in world affairs and stay neutral. In the 1930s it
passed Neutrality Acts to keep the seas free.

• The army of Adolf Hitler invaded Poland. The other Axis countries (Italy and Japan) sup
ported Germany, and the Allies (France, England and later the Soviet Union) opposed
Germany.

• Over 22 million people died. The U.S. and the U.S.S.R. became the two leading powers in
the world.

• Japan attacked Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, so the U.S. declared war on Japan, and Germany and
Italy declared war on the U.S.

H

Write T for true and F for false. Correct the false sentences.

1.

The purpose of the United Nations is to solve world problems and prevent war.

2.

The U.S. Congress rejected the plan for the United Nations because it wanted to avoid
involvement and stay neutral.

3.

After World War II, the U.S. and the countries of Western Europe began to compete for
world political power.

4.

The Truman Doctrine is an example of the U.S. attempt to influence other countries
through economic and military aid.

5.

Under the Marshall Plan, China gave aid to rebuild Japan.

6.

In general, the U.S. and its allies had a different political and economic system from
that of the U.S.S.R. and its allies.

7.

During the Cold War, the nations of Western Europe allied with the U.S.S.R. in
the NATO, and the U.S. allied with Eastern Europe in the Warsaw Pact.
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A

Work in groups of four. Each of you studies the information
about a different aspect of modern times. In turn, summarize
your information in your own words for the group.
1. After World War II, America went to war
twice against communist countries and their
supporters. In 1950, North and South Korea
could not agree on a common form of
government. North Korean communists,
supported by the Chinese, invaded South
Korea. The United Nations supported South
Korea, and the United States sent troops
(soldiers). With U.S. help, the South Koreans
pushed the communist troops back to the
thirty-eighth parallel.

Before the Vietnamese war, Vietnam was a colony of France. The people didn’t want war, but
they wanted freedom from foreign powers. Between 1961 and 1975, the United States intervened in
the conflict on the side of the South Vietnamese anticommunists. The desire for independence gave
the Vietnamese their fighting spirit. There were many protests against the war, and the United
States finally withdrew.
2. The period of history since the invention of
the atomic bomb at the end of World War II is
known as the Age of Technology and the Atomic
Age. The world powers and people of all nations
know that a nuclear war could destroy the
whole planet. However, the superpowers,
mainly the United States and the Soviet Union,
continued to build missiles, bombs, military
aircraft, and space weapons.
Fortunately, not all technology is
designed for war. The United States sent its
first satellite into space in 1958, and by 1969,
the first American stepped onto the moon. Since then, the whole world has been using satellites
and other space technology for communication, weather forecasting, science, and business. Both
U.S. and Soviet shuttles are building space stations for both peaceful and military purposes.
At the heart of the Age of Technology is the computer. To school children, the computer is as
important as the pencil. In the future, it can be used to improve human lives and to solve many of
the world’s serious problems, such as hunger and poverty.
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3. In the 1950s, “the American dream” of
wealth and freedom was easier for white
males to achieve than for members of minority
groups. Black Americans in the South, for
example, could not attend white schools or live
in white neighborhoods. Because of the policy
of segregation, blacks sat in the backs of
buses, used only restrooms for nonwhites, and
ate at nonwhite lunch counters. In some
southern states, black people could not even
vote. Northerners, too, often discriminated
against blacks, especially in jobs and housing.
In 1957, President Dwight D. Eisenhower
sent U.S. troops to Little Rock, Arkansas, to
force the all-white university there to accept black students. Between 1957 and 1970, as a result of
the civil rights movement led by Martin Luther King, Jr., new laws helped blacks and other
minorities to achieve equality. Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson used King’s
ideas in their New Frontier and Great Society programs.
There have been great changes in the last forty years, but nonwhites have not yet achieved
equal status today.

4. For a long time, American men did not believe
in equality of the sexes. Women worked in lowlevel jobs and usually received lower pay than
men for equal work. Few women finished college,
and even fewer rose to executive-level positions
with high salaries.
Today, American women are still fighting for
equality because their salaries are generally
lower than men’s. However, many changes in the
positions of the sexes have occurred. Half of
all college students are women. More women are
working than ever before, and their pay has
risen, especially in government jobs, because it is
easier for women to get jobs that used to be for
men only. Many women own businesses, and
others are executives in private business and government.
In recent years, many citizens have tried to add an amendment to the U.S. Constitution. The
“Equal Rights Amendment” (ERA) states that both sexes have equal rights. But because many
people fear that the amendment could take away some of women’s special protections, such as the
right to alimony (financial support after divorce) and exemption from the military draft, the
amendment was not ratified (approved by enough states).
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Match the sentence parts. Write the letters on the lines.

d

North Korean and Chinese
communists invaded South Korea
because

a. great changes have
occurred in the last
forty years.

2.

The United States finally
withdrew from the Vietnam conflict
because

b. southern states
followed a policy of
segregation.

3.

The United States and the
Soviet Union continued to build
missiles, bombs, and space weapons
even though

c. a nuclear war would
destroy the whole planet.

1.

4.

The whole world has been
using space technology for
communication, weather forecasting,
and science since

5.

In the 1950s, black Americans
could not attend white schools or
live in white neighborhoods because

6.

Especially in jobs and
salaries, nonwhites and women are
still not equal to white males today
even though

7.

Many American women are still
fighting for equality today because

8.

The Equal Rights Amendment
was not ratified because

C

d. the country could not
agree on a common form of
government.
e. many people oppose the
loss of special
protections for women.
f.

women’s salaries are
generally lower than
men’s for equal work.

g. the people fought hard
for the independence of
their country from
foreign powers.
h. the United States sent
its first satellite into
space in 1958.

Correct these false sentences.

1. After World War II, America went to war twice against capitalist countries and their
supporters.
2. In the Korean War, North Koreans pushed Chinese troops back to the thirty-eighth parallel
with help from the United States.
3. The Age of Technology began around the time of the discovery of the moon.
4. In 1957, President Eisenhower sent U.S. troops to Vietnam to oppose the followers of Martin
Luther King, Jr. in the civil rights movement.
5. The New Frontier and Great Society programs were plans for U.S. and Soviet shuttle space
stations.
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Module 4I: Local History

A

Look at the map and answer these questions:

1. What do you think the pictures show about local history? (What probably happened?)
2. About when did these events probably happen?
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B
1.

Work in groups of seven. Each of you studies the information
about local history in a different place. In turn, summarize
your information in your own words for the group. On the
map on the previous page, show your classmates the place.
Cambridge, Massachusetts, is only a few miles from Boston,
which the British held in the Revolutionary War. But
Cambridge was a center of rebel activity. In 1775 soldiers
marched from the town to the Battle of Bunker Hill. When
George Washington arrived in Massachusetts to take command
of the colonial troops, he lived and established military
headquarters in a mansion in Cambridge. From this elegant
house, he often rode to the hills around Boston to plan military
strategy.
In the following century, this mansion was the home of another
famous American: the poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

2.

In 1763 French fur trader Pierre Laclede greeted Indians at the
place that is now St. Louis, Missouri. French settlers began a
town and trading post there the following year.
In 1817, when the Zebulon M. Pike landed in St. Louis after a
six-week trip from Louisville, the steamboat era began on the
Mississippi River. The Pike was the first of thousands of steampowered boats with paddle wheels that changed St. Louis from
a frontier town to the third largest city in the nation in 1870.
But in 1874 the completion of the Eads Bridge, which joined
Missouri to the state of Illinois, marked the end of the
steamboat age.

3.

To make railroad construction easier, in 1854 the U.S.
government opened Kansas to white settlers. The residents of
the new territory were supposed to decide for themselves if
Kansas should become a slave state or a free state. But when
New England abolitionists began sending anti-slavery citizens
to settle there, proslavery Missourians crossed the state border
to vote illegally in territorial elections. Proslavery candidates
won these elections, so their opponents formed their own local
governments. In 1856 proslavery Southerners formed armed
bands to destroy Lawrence, Kansas, the center of abolitionist
power. John Brown led raids against slaveholders along the
Kansas-Missouri border. During the Civil War William Clarke
Quantrill, a young Northerner who believed in slavery, led a
band of supporters in a raid of Lawrence, killing hundreds of
civilians. The state became known as “Bleeding Kansas” in this
violent period of history.
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4.

After 1865 railroad companies in central California began to
hire Chinese workers. The labor unions in San Francisco
protested, but when the Central Pacific Railroad Company
began to lay tracks in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, most
white workers quit because the work was so hard and
dangerous. The Chinese worked in groups of twelve to twenty
men, each with its own cook and supervisor. Tea carriers
brought hot tea to the workers, and the Chinese diet of rice,
fish, and vegetables kept them in better health than the whites.
But many of the workers died from accidents.

5.

The Navajo Indians began thinking of themselves as a tribe
during the winter of 1863 and 1864. U.S. troops trapped several
hundred Navajo families near Canyon de Chelly in
northeastern Arizona. As punishment for stealing cattle, the
soldiers killed the Indians’ sheep, burned their corn, and cut
down their fruit trees. Then they made the Navajo march three
hundred miles to a camp at Bosque Redondo in eastern New
Mexico. The Indians couldn’t raise crops in the poor land there,
and they missed their native home. Many of them died.

6.

Between 1889 and 1906 the U.S. government allowed white
settlers to move into one part after another of Indian territory
in Oklahoma. A signal gun started each stage of this famous
“Land Rush.” Thousands of settlers hurried into Oklahoma
each day. In Guthrie, for example, at the end of the first day,
there were settlers from 32 U.S. States, three U.S. territories,
and six foreign countries. A land agent and a lawyer had already
set up outdoor offices to settle land disputes. Most settlers were
living in tents or their wagons, but they soon built wooden
houses. After about a month, the town had a jail. Some of the
prisoners were called “Sooners” because they had claimed land
sooner than the law allowed. (Today Oklahoma has the nickname
“the Sooner State.”)

7.

The city of Chicago was once known for organized crime. At the
beginning of the twentieth century, gambling was big business
there. After 1919, when Prohibition made the sale of alcohol
illegal, Chicago gangsters profited greatly from bootlegging
(dealing in liquor illegally). By the early 1920s corrupt
politicians such as “Big Bill” Thompson were running the
city, usually with the approval of the mayor. The famous
Al Capone, “king of the Chicago underworld,” didn’t go to
prison until 1931.
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C

Write T for true and F for false. Correct the false sentences.

1.

For a time during the Revolutionary War, Cambridge, Massachusetts, was a center of
rebel activity and colonial military headquarters.

2.

At different times General George Washington and poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
lived in the same mansion.

3.

Spanish explorers started the settlement of St. Louis, Missouri, because they wanted to
find gold there.

4.

When the Zebulon M. Pike landed in St. Louis in 1817, the age of the airplane began.

5.

When the U.S. government opened Kansas to white settlers in 1854, an era of peace
began.

6.

The state became known as “bleeding Kansas” because supporters of slavery and
abolitionists opposed one another in elections and violent attacks.

7.

In spite of union protests, only white workers could build the railroads in California in
the 1860s.

8.

In the 1860s the U.S. government was treating the Navajo Indians of Arizona well
because they were excellent farmers in the poor land.

9.

In the famous Oklahoma “Land Rush,” the U.S. government took land from white
settlers to give it back to the Indians.

10.

Oklahoma has the nickname “the Sooner State” because of the many settlers who
claimed land before the government allowed them to.

11.

Gambling, bootlegging, and corruption in local government are examples of the
organized crime that Chicago has been known for.

12.

Al Capone was a famous proslavery fighter who killed civilians in Lawrence, Kansas,
during the Civil War.

D
E

Turn back to page 75. Tell about local history from the
pictures.
Find out about one period of local history in your town or
city. Make notes on the important facts and collect pictures.
Summarize the information for the class and show the
pictures.

